
Setting the standard s ince 1978

Channel Island Ceramics was established in 1978. We are the 

leading designers, suppliers and fitters of kitchens, bedrooms, 

bathrooms and tiles. Our selection of exciting and innovative 

products is extensive and we are renowned for our designs and 

quality of our products. Our aftercare service, which includes an 

extended guarantee period is unrivalled.

Our fitting department handles all sizes of contracts from small 

tiling works to large commercial developments. Great pride is 

taken by all of the staff in the quality of our product, our service 

and the standard of work we achieve.

Bathroom/Kitchen Fitter
We currently have a vacancy for a Bathroom/Kitchen Fitter to 

join our fitting team who can work both unsupervised and in a 

team environment. The work will involve carcassing and fitting 

out of bathrooms ready for tiling and kitchens. Some of our fitting 

methods and the materials we use are somewhat different to the 

norm within the industry. Full training will be given in all aspects 

of our work and any of the materials that may be unfamiliar. 

Accuracy and neatness are valued above speed. A five-day week 

is worked but overtime is always available if required. 

Applicants should be presentable and happy to work within 

clients’ finished houses as well as on building sites. He or she 

should enjoy improving their knowledge and skills and above all 

be enthusiastic. Neatness and accuracy is the most important 

skill. Unfortunately we are not currently in the position to take an 

apprentice, though an improver would be considered.

The Rewards
Good rates of pay, combined with an index linked Accident 

and Sickness Insurance PPP medical cover and generous staff 

discounts will be offered to the successful applicant together 

with the opportunity to become part of a motivated team who are 

valued as individuals, enjoy their work and also have an active 

social calendar.

Please telephone Ian Dowinton (Contracts Manager) on 

234000 or write to Channel Island Ceramics, Forest Road, 

Forest, GY8 OAB. Or email mail@channelislandceramics.com 

with details of your experience.


